# Keep Oakland Beautiful
# Keep Oakland Musical

1) Art space means having a space to express your art.

2) I would like to see more trees and nature and less graffiti and litter.

3) My hope for Oakland is it can become a beautiful place so people can feel safe not uncomfortable. I also want Oakland to be a place where people visit and want to stay.

So, I think that in a lot of places I see abandoned buildings and if they a little love then they can become a school, a company, or a home. It can become an art space so everyone can be happy by music.
#KeepOaklandFun

1. Having a place to practice and see art. Not having that would be horrible.

2. I want to see more sculptures that people can climb on. And way more lights at night. More Murals.

3. For people to feel more safe at night in it. (Floodlights?) So people can feel more at home.

#KeepOaklandSafe

#BeCool

Turn to back

#KeepOaklandFun

(Btw I am 12½ years old)
#KeepOaklandPassionate

1. Everybody should have a place to practice. Should have a place where they can grow like Music Classes, or Dance Lessons or Art Studios.

2. I want to see more places for people to express themselves like Murals or Theatres.

3. I hope that people in Oakland stay as creative as always.

4. I think that there should be more homes for people who don’t have homes.

Gino Gagliardi
# Keep Oakland interesting

1. To me having art space is a gift. I think you should have a space where people can do what they want to do.

2. I want to see downtown Oakland with more parks and trees.

3. My hope for Oakland is that people should build more homeless shelters that people without a home or with not a lot of money can stay there and protect themselves. That would also make me feel more safe.
Do know

1. Having room.
2. Candy stores (musical)
3. Everyone gets along.
10/20/15  12 year old

# Keep Oakland soul in our life
From: Zyyma Taylor
Age 13 soon to be 14

1) What does having art space mean?
   To me art space means a lot because
   I'm a singer and I feel like everyone should
   be more creative, expressive, laid and heard.

2) What do I want to see in downtown Oak?
   - Creativity
   - Helping out
   - Kindness
   - More events
   - More Art

3) What is my hope for Oakland?
   I hope to see
   - Less crime
   - Kindness
   - Shelters, food, and clothes for the homeless
   - Teen club meaning a place for Teens 13 and up can
     hang out

Q.S. Sorry about my hand writing
Do Know

1. I think it means to have space for your art.
2. I want to see Oaktown become a little more safe.
3. I hope the population of Oaktown is influenced.
1. Having a nice space to do what ever your passion again.

2. More diversity increased.

and I would like to move it more safe.

- stealing drugs
- kidnapping,

- cr

3. I would like to see more.
Keep Oakland Alive

#KeepOaklandcolorful

1. Having Art Space means to having a place that I spend a lot of time working on my art.

2. Something I want to see in downtown Oakland is a Top Dog (hot dog restaurant). More performances. More schools.

3. I want Oakland to be a safer place and I wish the houses didn’t cost so much. Less prostitution. More work. I want better schools in Oakland. Less cultural appropriation.
- Being Safe
  - Drug-free
  - Less kidnapping

- More employment
  - More open to arts amusement parks
  - More work spaces
  - More art + music stores
  - More amusement par
  - More walkable streets

- People will smoke less

I hope for Oakland that

Feedback to make you better as you practice and being yourself. A place to fix abandoned shelters and create homes or workspaces for people.

- An art space means a place where you can feel comfortable performing and being yourself.
- It is a place where you can feel comfortable and being yourself.

# Keep Oakland Safe
# Keep Oakland Vocal
# Keep Oakland Unique
# Keep Oakland Fun
# Keep Oakland Strong
# Keep Oakland Beautiful
# Keep Oakland "Oakland Pride"
Age: 12
Sex: Female
Name: Iyess Stone
# Keep Oakland Artistic
# Keep Oakland Thriving
# Keep Oakland Black

1. As a singer, having act space means having space to express your creativity and to express who you are, through art.

2. In downtown Oakland I would like to see the Scottish rights building open in a few years for performances etc.

3. I hope Oakland could make people homes and place for people that are in need of shelter, food, and family. What I mean by family is that the people that live at the home life at the home could be like a family, like a loving community.
1. Having an art space means having a place where you can express yourself however you want. You could share that happiness in that space!

2. I would like to see:
   - inside pool
   - amusement park
   - gatherings/community
   - more light poles, working

3. My hope is that people will always stay creative, passionate, and beautiful.
# Keep Oakland Creative

# Keep Oakland Artistic

1. Art Space is an open space for the community to gather and do their art. To perform or create or spectate together. To be artistic and experimental.

2. I want to see more community gatherings like events where people go to parks or Art Spaces to watch or join in music, poetry, visual arts. To see more murals, random singing and performing on street corners.

3. I hope to see less crime and violence on the news for Oakland, and to see Oakland more expressive, but less physical, as well as more green space, and spaces for the homeless where abandoned buildings now stand.

Tai-Cie Min, 11 yrs.
Keep Oakland Amazing

1. Having an Art Space means to have a place where you could see people or things that are creative, expressive, and amazing.

2. I would love to have the following in Downtown Oakland:
   - Indoor waterpark
   - Huge shopping mall

3. My hopes:
   - Safer community
   - Diversity
   - More jobs
   - More creativity
   - Compassion
   - Optimism
   - Acts of kindness
# Keep Oakland Creative

1. Art space means to have a place to display art and to have space to perform your art.

2. I would like downtown Oakland to have a big Macy's. Also to have more space for kids to play and be safe.

3. I really hope downtown Oakland doesn't become like San Francisco because SF used to be really creative but now it's really commercial and it's not creative anymore which is really sad.
Vajorae T-K. Age: 11

# Keep Oakland beautiful, clean, creative and fun

1. To have space to be creative with a community where you can share your talents.

I want to see:


My hope:

3. There won't be as much smoking.

No violence.

More events where people can share their talents. More creative activities.

Homeless shelters.
Nicolas Perry
#keepOakland
1. clean
2. Safe
3. Inspiring
1) Art space means a place to go practice, perform, or watch the arts that you like or your interested in.

2) I want to see people working together in Downtown Oakland. I want everybody in Downtown Oakland to be heard.

3) I hope that Oakland will reduce the amount of litter and crime.
# Keep Oakland

1. What does having art space mean?

Having art space for me means a lot because I'm a singer and I love to sing and having a space to be able to express that means a lot to me. I'm very grateful for that.

2. What do you want to see in downtown Oakland?

I would like to see things in downtown that would make it fun just for kids to come down. We'll in say oh lets go to park but everybody always smokes there so like there's never not really a good environment down well for people like kids to enjoy so like we can have indoor swimming pool movies may kinda like Bay st and thats some things that I would like to see in downtown Oakland.

3. What is your hope for Oakland?

My hope for Oakland is that they make it more safer and I want to see things improve and that people are able to find the money for these things.

# Keep Oakland, churches, soul, homeless shelters, etc.
1. I think we should have more art places for people to dance, sing and draw.
2. I want to see downtown Oakland is to be more artistic.
3. My hope for Oakland is for people to feel more safe.
2. more space the area days
   place for parking.

3. Art space for me is a place where people can
   be themselves.

I hope Oakland becomes Cleaner.

#Keep Oakland Happy
# Keep Oakland Creative

1. It means to have a place to express your interests in art and music.
2. I want to see more clean areas in Oakland and more spaces for musicians.
3. I hope that Oakland is that we keep it clean for everyone.
1. Art space means classes and places to practice. (cooking classes, art classes, ballet, chess)

2. I want downtown Oakland to be more safe. Right now, there is a lot of creepy drug attività walking around which is not unsafe. There is a lot of homeless people, which makes the environment not look nice. Downtown Oakland needs to be more safe, and clean.

3. My hope for Oakland is that you can safely walk around without some creepy person on drugs walk up to you and start trying to sell pot or drugs. Oakland needs to be safe enough to walk around without encountering some gross... person... I want people to feel more safe.
1. What does having "Art Space" mean?
   I don't know.
   It means to have a space or place to do your art and express yourself.

2. What do you want to see Downtown Oakland?
   I want to see more people helping the poor.

3. What is your hope for Oakland?
   That it will smell better and become a cleaner and better place where you know you feel safe.
# Keep Oakland Creative

It means we have space to perform and do something we love to do.

People that look like they're having a good day and sharing the love.

That you feel more safe like you don't have to feel like you're in danger just by walking down the street.

Vera Reyes
Age 12
# Keep Oakland Artistic

1. To have art space is to be free to be creative without critics.

2. I want downtown Oakland to have more art spaces.

3. I want every person in Oakland to follow these
#KeepOaklandSafe
#KeepOaklandRespectful

1. Art space means to be creative with art and just be free and have space with it and journey with talents you have.

2. I want to see more food places to eat with your family and get together and also more signs about Oakland and Quotes

3. I hope Oakland can be more respectful to the environment and community
1.) It means we have better spaces to practice and a better experience.

2.) Raise money to fix up buildings (more parks, murals, or events with presentations)

3.) I hope people can see Oakland as safe and fun.

Pippa Kennedy
Age: 11 Gymnastics